DRAG CHAIN CONVEYOR

Standard Features:
- 2 or 3 Strand Configurations
- RC-80 and RC-60 Standard Carrying Chains
- Standard Drag Chain or Interlaced Chain Configuration
- Formed Chain Rails with Welded Steel Frame Construction
- Adjustable Heavy Duty Structural Steel Supports
- Drives Sized to Match Loads by the Factory
- 230-460/3/60 Primary Voltage
- Center Drive Allows Reversible Operation
- 30, 45, and 60 FPM Fixed Conveyor Speed
- Chain Strands Guided with Machined UHMW Wear Strip
- Paint - Alba Blue
- Shipped Fully Assembled for Easy Installation
- Fully Tested Prior to Shipping

Optional Items:
- Tread Plates
- Pallet Guide Rails
- Photo Eyes
- Wired Devices
- End Stops
- Fork Truck Barriers
- Transition Rollers
- VFD Rated Motors
- Hot Dipped Galvanized Frames
- Color Match Paint to Specifications